
Pacific Necklace 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
38     Bead Gallery® aqua matte dyed fire crackle agate 10mm (13348) 
01     Bead Gallery® aqua dyed fire agate large stone (98525) 
06     Bead Gallery® silver-plated small rondelle spacer (12536) 
01     Bead Gallery® cowrie shell top hole shell (16838) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone beach theme charm multi-pack (17393) 
02     silver tone 5mm jump ring 
01     silver tone 8mm jump ring 
01     silver tone lobster clasp 
02     silver tone size #2 crimp bead 
20”   49 strand 0.38mm beading wire 
36”   silver tone 24g wire 
07”   silver tone 20g wire 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
Crimping pliers 
 
Time – 45 minutes 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Pendant - Cut 7” of 20g wire. 
2. Form a partial wrapped loop, string seahorse charm 

and complete wrapped loop. 
3. String agate large stone, and form a wrapped loop. 
4. Cut 36” of 24g wire. 
5. Wrap wire around top of 20g wire loop, bring wire 

down, wrap wire around bottom loop and bring up.  
6. Repeat step 5 on backside of pendant. 
7. Repeat step 5-6. 
8. Using 5mm jump ring, attach cowrie shell to left side 

of seahorse. 
9. Attach shell charm to right side of seahorse. 
10. Necklace – Cut 20” of beading wire. 
11. String crimp bead, form loop, pass wire back through 

crimp bead and crimp. 
12. String 17 fire crackle agates, (rondelle, fire crackle 

agate) repeat 1 time, rondelle, pendant, (rondelle, 
fire crackle agate) repeat 1 time, rondelle, 17 fire 
crackle agates and crimp bead. 



13. Form loop; pass wire back through crimp bead and 
crimp. 

14. Using 5mm jump ring, attach lobster clasp to right 
side of necklace. 

15. Using 5mm jump ring, attach 8mm jump ring to left 
side of necklace. 


